
Intern Self-Evaluation Questionnaire 
 

Name, Surname : ______________________________________                                                                                      

Student Number: ______________________________________                                                                                

 

Please answer the following questions about your internship and its report.  

1. Did you demonstrate the ability to apply mathematics, science and engineering subjects to 

model and solve engineering problems? Where in your report are you explaining this?  

 

2. Did you demonstrate the ability to identify, formulate and solve complex engineering 

problems? Where in your report are you explaining this? 

 

3. Did you demonstrate the ability to select and apply appropriate analysis and modelling 

methods? Where in your report are you explaining this? 

 

 

4. Have you built a complex system, process, device or a product? Where in your report are you 

explaining this? 

 

5. Have you used information technologies effectively? Where in your report are you explaining 

this? 

 

6. Did you demonstrate ability to select, devise or use modern techniques and tools? Where in 

your report are you explaining this? 

 

7. Have you conducted experiments, gathered data and interpreted results investigating an 

engineering problem? Where in your report are you explaining this? 

 

8. Did you demonstrate good communication and presentation skills both orally and in writing? 

Where in your report are you explaining this? 

 

9. Did you independently research and learn by educating yourself? Where in your report are 

you explaining this?   

 

10. Did you recognize any professional and ethical responsibilities? Where in your report are you 

explaining this? 



 

11. Did you observe and participate in business life practices such as project management, risk 

management and change management? Where in your report are you explaining this? 

 

12. Did you demonstrate observations and knowledge about contemporary issues, global and 

societal effects of engineering practices? Where in your report are you explaining this? 

 

13. Would you recommend this company for other interns? Why/Why not?  

 

 

 

 

14. Do you think that this company fits in your career plans? Why/Why not? Where in your 

report are you discussing this?  

 

 

15. Which skills do you feel were important for working in this company? Did you discuss this in 

your report?  

 

 

 

16. Were there any skills or knowledge you think would be useful in your internship that could 

be practiced and learned at school?  

 

 

17. Is your supervisor an engineer? Where in your report did you provide your supervisor’s 

education background?  

 

 

 


